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INTRODUCTION

Deep within us exists a longing to understand everything. Who
or what created energy? Why does the universe exist? How can
existences appear, endure, and disintegrate? What is life and how
does it begin? Why does life get old and end? What happens with
death?
The profound question if God exists is persistently debated but
the ultimate question "Who or what created God" is seldom
examined.
First ancestors who wandered from million years habitats described things and phenomena with utterances. Combinations of
selected noises, or words, produce sentences enabling thoughts,
ideation, and imaginations. Grimaces, gestures, and speech abet
communications between individuals. Languages formed with
accumulating sounds over many generations.
Wanderers with inadvertently endowed languages were suddenly
conscious of selves and surroundings. Other significant simultaneous developments abetted processes and transformed hominids into
humans. We are aware with inherent thinking abilities. Humans
understand because everything is conceptualized within vocabularies
of sounds, or languages.
First humans imagined somebody created everything. An uncaused, self-existent, creating-everything creator was envisaged
because conceptualized existences were inexplicable. We believe the
existence of unseen divinities, as answers to everything existing,
because of imaginations carried throughout human history.
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Further origins and causation queries later produced religions.
The authoritative controls of religious institutions are plausible
because nobody and nothing else explains creation. Theologians
assert a creator created everything but the first cause or the origin
question is yet unresolved.
Cosmologists hypothesized the big bang theory because religions assert the existence of an uncaused creating everything
creator. The narration explains the colossal universe randomly
erupted from a dot somewhere, from nothing. Existences before
the bang and triggers initiating the explosion are inexplicable.
Investigative science incorrectly describes galaxies, stars, bodies,
atmospheres, oceans, matter, and life. Smoke and bubbles can never
move upwards with gravity. Another hypothesized force, explained
as angular momentum, is incompetent rotating planets and simultaneously propelling solar orbits. The continuous emanating power of
refrigerator magnets, gravity, and angular momentum is unknown.
Science continues proffering unconvincing hypotheses because
ignorant childhoods accepted fairy tales actual.
Problematic relativity, uncertainty, and probability theories with
esoteric mathematics mislead thinkers. Society’s formidable ideologies religion and science fail explaining nature because theologians,
philosophers, and scientists think within accumulating theoretical
knowledge. Humans understand everything with inaccurate or
incomplete illusory information. Uneasiness prevails because
unconvincing answers increase queries.
Eleven reality revelations comprising The Reality Bible: Revealing God and Everything elucidates origins, endurance, and inevitable terminations of imagined existences. The extraordinary work
rethinks everything with nine discovered natural laws.
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The revolutionary book debunks concepts "creation,” "causation,” "beginnings,” and "entities.” Breakthrough disclosures refute
many scientific thoughts. Provocative, prodigious, and upsetting
topics will shock fundamentalist societies, world-views, and religions. The revelations resolve never imagined, never-asked, and
unanswered questions and shove ignorance plaguing humanity over
centuries.
Sensitive, incredible, and profound information will help people
discover and realize. Altered thinking with realistic hopes will
overcome uncertainties, ease anxieties, and relieve sufferings.
Humans will live unimaginable ways with actual choices and decisions.
Let’s turn pages, realize reality, and live lives accordingly.
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PART ONE: EVERYTHING IS AN
ILLUSION
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PART ONE: EVERYTHING IS AN ILLUSION

Revelation 1
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EVERYTHING KNOWN IS ILLUSORY
MISLEADING SCIENCE
Nothing Is Known With Misconceived Thinking
“Science has explained nothing, the more we know, the more fantastic
our world becomes and profounder the surrounding darkness” Aldous
Huxley
A sudden awareness of surroundings and selves generated humanity. The first ancestors were amazed observing the graceful
moon, twinkling stars, tall mountains, flowing rivers, scattered trees,
and myriad creatures. The intense glowing solar orb orbited Earth
and early ramblers at the center of everything must have imagined
themselves special.
Humanity progressed from farmers into craftsmen and skilled
workers. Along with tool making they worked hard with hands than
think with heads. Basic enquiries remained insignificant with
increasing chores. Further querying and progressive imaginations
over generations produced myths, mysteries, religions, and philosophies.
First humans thought something or somebody created everything, including selves. They were later dissatisfied with the thinking
because of inabilities to see envisaged creators. Desperate information seekers began critically probing nature and existences were
conceptualized and named to ease understanding.
Logical investigative approaches and gathered data construct
hypotheses. Theory experimenting is the scientific method used
with physicists and biologists throughout the world. Science originated and endures trying to describe actual and human ideated
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worlds. Scientists identify, investigate, and continuously attempts to
explain formations, endurance, and terminations of existences.
Flawed, confusing, and limited information failed Galileo, Kepler, Newton and researchers trying to discover nature beyond
normal descriptive thoughts. Early scientists claimed mathematics
will turn belief into facts. Newton stated objects fall with gravity.
These wrongly interpreted assertions, and others, commenced
improper scientific thinking.
Incorrect suppositions from illusory imaginations impede science and produces misleading knowledge with abounding unresolved questions.
Nothing Is Known Without Answers
“The important thing in science is not so much to obtain new facts, but to
discover new ways thinking them” Sir William Bragg
The big bang theory describes the universe’s origin and existence. The random and spontaneous erupting cosmos from nothing
is incomprehensible because triggers initiating the explosion and
propelling forces continuing the faster than before expansions
remain undiscovered and unexplained.
Unknown assumed mechanisms increase space which move
structures with the bang. Star fields and galaxies will experience
revolving and localizing difficulties with more forming space and
inferred propelling dark energy if the universe is steady.
Astronomy informs condensing gas masses form stars and other
bodies. Unexplained expanding energy forms will never suddenly
halt and clump into bodies. Stars form differently and planets never
propagate heat, forces, and light. The formation of orbiting rings
and moons disregards gas coalescing theories.
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Interstellar mediums will never exist dark and frigid with surrounding bright and hot stars. Billions of large, medium, and small
stars constitute galaxies but larger and smaller ones remain unobservable and unexplained. Following are few of the thousand
unanswered queries:
Huge outer gaseous orbs dwarf the rocky inner planets within
the solar system.
Earth and Venus have never turned completely solid as Mercury
and Mars.
Distant Pluto is rocky and small in comparison to the nearer
huge Jovian gaseous planets.
Mercury and Venus exist without moons. The inner planets endure without gas rings.
Atmospheres, moons, and rings have never amalgamated with
the interiors of planets.
Planets rotate at various velocities on imaginary axes.
Planets orbit the Sun at different speeds, similar directions, and
same planes.
The multi-layered oppositely rotating atmosphere endures with
varying characteristics.
The troposphere and solid Earth rotate different directions.
Weather differs between the equator and poles.
Ice regions, rainforests, and deserts exist at the same solar heat
distances.
Cold and warm water mixing maintain same temperatures described as thermal equilibrium.
Light is white but fires and candles burn orange-red.
The moon is often seen larger than the bigger horizon Sun.
The horizon moon never produces sunset hues.
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People eat, drink, work, sleep, and continue daily chores unconcerned what causes heat, light, electricity, magnetism, sounds, and
planetary rotation. The Sun is envisaged with daylight. Gravity is
imagined when objects fall. These satisfying answers stops further
enquiries.
Explanations are incorrect without comparative data. We unknowingly accept unconvincing descriptions and carry on living
with absurdities. Uncaring attitudes keeps us ignorant.
Nothing Is Known With Theories
“A hypothesis and theory is clear, decisive and positive and is believed by no
one but the man who created it. Experimental findings, on the other hand, are
messy, inexact things, which are believed by everyone except the man who did the
work” Harlow Shapley
Common investigations generated the scientific method. Scientific knowledge is based on observations, experiments, and testing
hypotheses. Origins, endurance, and termination of existences exact
addressing questions, but unavailable relevant data and incorrect
procedures investigating physical laws can never discover what was,
and is.
The big bang theory explains the universe appeared from nothing because religions assert a self-existent creating everything god.
Many scientists and the majority of the populace believe the cosmos
originated from a bang somewhere. The inexplicable power generating the explosion and expansion produces further hypotheses.
Relativities, Dark Matter, Dark Energy, Membranes, Parallel and
Multi Universes and other assumptions support the theory.
Science claims hypotheses facts and constructs reality from theories. Speculations describe the Sun’s functioning and the existence
of black holes but nothing can venture near the unapproachable
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experiment will take 15 years or longer before data crunchers can
analyze things.
Seven thousand physicists from different countries work around
the collider. Conceptualized esoteric mathematics is used to study
the hypothesized Higg’s boson, or god’s particle, and other exotic
theoretical particles from proton disintegrations, if they appear.
Physicists have drawn plans for a 31 miles International Linear
Collider. Theoretical electrons and positrons will collide at near-light
speeds. Researchers hope experiments will offer more information
to physicists as extra dimensions, gravity’s origin, and how the big
bang created the universe. The 8 billion collider’s final design builds
within 15 years.
During September 2011, neutrinos were propelled 450 miles
within Earth from CERN, Geneva towards the Opera Laboratory at
Gran Sasso, Italy. These particles were later discovered travelling
faster than the speed of light. Cosmology and subatomic matter
understanding will exact rethinking and complete revision if findings prove correct. The discovery breaks the most fundamental laws
of physics including eccentric possibilities as Time Travel, Extra
Dimensions, and Parallel Universes.
Billion dollars instruments and machinery continue to search
theoretical reality or conceptualized existences. Million dollars hard
water tanks, deep inside Earth, detect hypothesized elusive ghostly
neutrinos. Expensive space probes record the prevalent microwave
radiation hiss. Billion dollars exploration spacecraft try to confirm
suppositions life exists elsewhere.
The biggest scientific experiment and the ILC will produce vistas exacting more equipment and labor funding. Research will
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generate questions explained with inexplicable theories and hypotheses.
Investigative science is thinking. Thoughts envisage how reality
functions and created theories produce incorrect questions wrongly
explaining nature. The Higgs boson, dark energy, dark matter,
exotic particles, and spatial dimensions are concepts. Physics is
theories. Amazing discoveries are serendipitous.
Inexplicable Theories
“Just as houses are made with stones, so is science constructed with facts and
a pile of stones is not a house and a collection of facts is not necessarily science”
Henri Poincare
Science hypothesizes reality and tries convincing us theories
facts. Many people agree with gravity, magnetism, and angular
momentum as irrefutable and unquestionable truths. Physicists and
biologists explain the natural world using familiar theories as
supporting evidence.
A large number of scientists agree with Einstein’s Relativities,
Pasteur's Germ Disease, Darwin's Natural Selection and others
theories as confirmed facts. Even famous foundations and institutions reward theories with over million dollar prizes. Revelations
within the book and others of a trilogy elucidate how rigorously
accepted hypotheses mislead and impedes science.
Particle physics hypotheses as Technicolor, Preon Models, and
Super Symmetry remain untested with available technology. Twister
Theory, Casual Sets, Super Gravity, Dynamic Triangulation, and
Loop Quantum Gravity are space-time theories.
Every existence endures with integral space and further exists
within atmospheric, interplanetary, interstellar, and galactic space.
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Theories are incorrect and incomplete if invisible immeasurable
space, as energy, is unconsidered.
Improper Scientific Explanations
“The deepest sin against the human mind is to believe things without evidence. Science is simply common sense at the best, rigidly accurate in observation
and merciless to fallacy in logic” Thomas Huxley
Astronomy books state galaxies exist with billions of star fields.
Astronomers evaluate galaxy sizes from estimating distances. Galaxy
star totality is surmised calculating sizes, average distances from
each other, and average occupying volumes. Dense galaxy centers
and spiral arms of conjoined stars produce incorrect estimations.
Entirety decreases with underestimated calculated distances and
increases with overestimation. Inaccurate measurements create and
destroy energy or matter.
Technology cannot measure distant stars because telescopes and
sophisticated electronic detectors can never evaluate diminishing,
expanding and disappearing star light over distance. Galaxies can
have more and less stars and exist further or closer than speculated.
Within 1910, the public were informed Earth will pass Halley
comet’s tail of poisonous gases. Rumors sparked mass hysteria
around the world and gas masks sold out. Climatologists lack
enough knowledge to explain the formation and endurance of the
atmosphere and oceans. Environmentalists blame global warming
on human activities as fossil fuels burning; smoke from factories;
vehicle emissions, and tree cuttings. Investigators never consider the
daily belching of immeasurable tons of carbon dioxide and other
gases from hundred active volcanoes.
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The Sun never sets nor rises. Clock hands move either clockwise or counter-clockwise depending on sides viewed. Earth moves
clockwise if viewed from above or anti-clockwise from below.
Scientific communities are concerned with rising numbers of
fraudulent incidents because ninety percent of material published
within science research journals is wrong. Assertions dictate thinking. Improper scientific explanations play important roles with lives
influencing politics, religions, and philosophies.
Inventions and assumed discoveries excite and elate minds over
short durations. The information delves us with awe and others
promote false expectations and hopes. Science keeps the populace
wondering and excited with misconceived possibilities.
Pictured And Named Existences Never Explain
“The progress of science has itself shown there can be no pictorial representation of the workings of nature of a kind that would be intelligible to our limited
minds” Sir James Jeans
Scientific journals, magazines, books, and newspapers are replete with pictures, drawings, photographs, and other electronic
marvels.
Today’s instruments cannot photograph star births and capture
entire galaxies. Revelation nine elucidates heated nuclei producing
color. Outer space is colorless without molecules so computers
design and simulate space images in color to excite the populace.
Delineations and unreal colored photographs are false representations.
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Mathematics And Theories Are Concepts
“Since mathematics has invaded the theory of relativity, I never understand
it any more” Albert Einstein
“Above other sciences, mathematics enjoys special esteem with certain indisputable and absolute propositions. How is mathematics, the human thought
product, independently experienced and right with reality objects remains
admirable” Albert Einstein
“I am aware of the marriage between mathematics and physics, which was
fruitful during past centuries and has recently ended with divorce” Freeman John
Dyson
“Mathematics possesses the false reputation of yielding infallible conclusions.
Its infallibility is nothing but identity” Johann Wolfgang Von Goethe
“One never inquires into mathematic foundations and nature without delving into the operations question with which the mind mathematical activity is
conducted. If it failed taking one into account, then the other is left studying the
language within which mathematics is represented rather than the essence of
mathematics” Leutze Brouwer
“Today’s scientists substitute mathematics with experiments and then wander off with equation after equation, building structures with no reality relation”
Nikola Tesla
“Mathematics was associated with refined error types. Mathematical
knowledge appeared certain, exact and applicable with the actual world. It was
obtained from mere thinking and without observation. Mathematics was thought
to furnish ideals from which everyday empirical knowledge fell short. Thought is
superior to sense and intuition with observation is mathematics based. If the
sense world never fits mathematics, so much the worse for the world of sense”
Bertrand Russell
Mathematics evolved with abstraction, logical reasoning, calculations, and the systematic studies of shapes and motion of physical
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objects. Mathematics is created and developed to understand the
natural world.
Mathematics has its ways of answering unknown, mysterious,
and confounding questions. Mathematicians created non-variable
laws because flux produces limitless variables. Past remains inexplicable and the future are unpredictable because mathematics is
impotent facing infinity.
Contemporary physics endures with unfounded and uncertain
classical mathematics. Physics is understood with modern ways of
incredible assumptions and difficult mathematics. Many cosmologists explain the big bang universe's origins, expansion, and functioning thinking mathematical entities exist.
Physics research focuses on The Theory of Everything, or the
secrets of the universe. Researchers hope the unification of the
known natural laws reveals everything. Parallel Universes, Branes,
Multiple dimensions, and Multiverses are fantastic conjectured
models of reality explained with unreal mathematics with none
based on observable or measurable evidence.
Manipulated mathematics opens different ways of imagining the
nature of reality and generates weird theories. Collections of mathematical equations produce different universes.
Mathematics abets explaining human conceptualized existences
but is ineffective accounting actual world functioning. Simple line
definition concepts change logic and produces different geometry
and algebra. Spatial point’s movement at each moment alters
imagined mathematical measurements and falsifies experiments
testing hypotheses.
Mathematical extrapolation assists technological advances but
mathematics is both misleading and useful in resolving few simple
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physics problems. Mathematical ideas and assumptions as infinity,
magnitudes, points, numbers, forms, and order require detailing and
defining before application with the natural world.
The Unsuccessful Quest Of Physics
“In the Middle Ages, people believed Earth was flat, for which they had at
least evidence of their senses: we believe Earth to exist round, not because many
as one percent of us could give a physical reasons for so quaint a belief, but
because modern science has convinced us nothing obvious is true and everything
magical, improbable, extraordinary, gigantic, microscopic, outrageous and
heartless is scientific” George Bernard Shaw
Scientists continue theorizing the world from humanity beginnings. Scientific ideas handed from earlier generations offer science
with reasonable carrying on functional models.
Within the eighteenth century people assumed science discovered things. Light was considered as waves and its varying intensities, producing different wavelengths, explain solar lights, lit bulbs,
and burning candles. Magnetism and electromagnetism is understood with light wave theories explaining electricity interference and
diffraction. Michael Faraday improved the understanding of electricity and magnetism with conceptualized forces. James Clerk Maxwell
asserted light is an electromagnetic wave without explaining forces
generating electricity and magnetism. John Dalton's atomic theory
explains matter with the elusive circling electrons, as clouds, orbiting
postulated atom nuclei.
After1930 theorists found large number of galaxies. Around
1980 physicists formulated the physics standard model of elementary particles describing protons and neutrons comprised of quarks
conjoined with gluons. On the macro scale, cosmologists discovered
the cosmos constituted of neutron stars, quasars, supernovae, and
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black holes. Other astrophysicists found evidence the universe has
dark matter.
21st century physics introduced eccentric ideas as multiple dimensional super strings, quantum gravity, special relativity, warped
space-time, gluons, probable electrons, ghostly neutrinos, and other
altering concepts. Few scientists can understand hypotheses with
esoteric mathematics.
String theories claiming unification of particles and natural forces are incomprehensible with incorrect premises. Ten spatial
dimensions structures and super-gravity and M-theory includes
eleven. Nuclei, molecules, objects, planets, and stars form and
endure within three dimension space.
Science now focuses on the distant macro and invisible micro
worlds but simple Earth phenomena are never correctly or completely explained. Physicists define supposed particles too small
measuring and others with ups, downs, colors, charms, and personalities. Inferred dark energy, dark matter, and the postulated unobservable unapproachable black holes are inexplicable hypotheses.
Science creates theories and conducts experiments to test the
workings of nature. Billion dollar accelerators and collision machinery churn out exotic particles and spacecraft explore the heavens.
The above exercises make science exciting. Scientific research adds
knowledge but most is detrimental than helpful.
Frustrated scientists with unsuccessful explanations propose
relativity, uncertainty, probability, and invisibility theories. Physical
reality is incomprehensible from science filled with mysteries,
inconsistencies, anomalies, contradictions, probabilities, and uncertainties. Today’s science is replete with fanciful abstractions.
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Refuted theories generate questions and hypotheses and the accumulating information world grows larger with unsolved problems,
increasing complexities, and confusions. Illusory knowledge accumulation generates thoughts and questions and incorrect or incomplete answers improve ignorance.
Science misleads us because we know nothing, and cannot know
anything.
WE CANNOT KNOW ANYTHING
The Origins of Humanity and Thoughts
“The more I read, the more I meditate and the more I acquire, the more I
am enabled to affirm I know nothing” Voltaire
The Christian bible mentions Adam, Eve, Cain, and Able as the
first family but the acquisition of human languages is unknown.
Creatures eat to live. They move from niches if altering environments generate foraging difficulties and predation prevents and
interferes with subsistence. Organisms evolve with conditions and
other events elucidated within another revelation.
Biological cells constituted of nuclei and molecules form creatures. Sounds from colliding nuclei activate receptors within auditory systems and abet hearing. Different collisions producing distinct
noises abet creatures “understand” familiar sounds. Group members utter foraging and warning signals.
Over thousand years, wandering hominids related and described
things and events with noises, or sounds, or words. Combinations
of selected words produce sentences enabling thinking and imagining. Grimaces, gestures, and utterances from thoughts and imaginations abet communications between individuals.
The sudden inadvertently acquired language, with other significant developments, generated awareness of selves and surroundings
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Distinct dog barks signify different requirements. Animals
"know" with touches, pictures, and noises memories stored within
forms. Human languages comprised of larger sounds collection
produce more thoughts facilitating greater ideation levels.
Activated intermingling cranium sound neurons produce thinking. Humans think, ideate, imagine, query, create, action, and behave
using varying sounds or words combination within languages.
Imaginations with thinking and ideation produce queries and
curiosities which generate knowledge.
Illusory languages produce illusory worlds and lives. Humans
live lives within conceptualized languages worlds but exist within a
different actual universe. Nobody knows anything.
Everything Is Inexplicable Within Human Languages
We operate with nothing, with things which never exist, with lines, planes,
bodies, atoms, divisible time and indivisible space. How will explanations be
possible when we first make everything into an image, into our image? Friedrich
Nietzsche
Humans became scientists at the moment of realization. Humans imagine, conceptualize, query, and create. Conceptualized
existences within illusory languages exact explanations and accumulating information originated religions, philosophy, and science.
From the 11th century religions, mystical beliefs, and philosophical
speculations play significant roles motivating scientists and inspiring
scientific inquiry.
From humanity beginnings, the formidable ideologies of society,
religions and science, fail to explain "why" questions. Science
investigates processes functioning things and tries explaining the
"how" queries. Misleading descriptions endure science. Theological
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doctrines asserting the creating everything creator prevents further
querying.
Imaginations produce queries and conceptualized existences.
Descriptions of creations exact thinking and imagining which take
thoughts back to the beginnings. Inaccurate and incomplete answers
exact further meanings and descriptions which explain abounding
unresolved queries. Further querying within illusory language
generates increasing problems, complexities, and confusions.
Sound vocabularies or self-generated illusory languages can never explain conceptualized existences. Accumulating theoretical
knowledge produces unresolved queries. Conjectures, speculations,
suppositions, assumptions, theories, and hypotheses improve
ignorance of reality.
Energy transmutations generate sounds and create illusory
minds. Energy everything everywhere is nothing. We cannot know
anything.
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